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Abstract Investigation of dynamics in dense granular me-
dia is challenging. Here we present a setup that facilitates
gas fluidization of dense granular media in microgravity.
The dynamics is characterized using diffusing wave spec-
troscopy. We demonstrate that agitated granular media reach
a steady state within fractions of a second in drop tower
flights. The intensity autocorrelation functions obtained in
microgravity show a remarkable dependence on sample vol-
ume fraction and driving strength. A plateau in correlation
emerges at low volume fractions and strong driving, while
correlation decays only very slowly but continuously at high
packing fractions. The setup allows to independently set sam-
ple volume fraction and driving strength, and thus extends
the possibilities for investigations on dynamics in dense gran-
ular on ground.
Keywords granular media · dynamic light scattering · gas
fluidization
1 Introduction
The processes in granular media are strongly affected by
gravity. The rapid settling of the particles and dissipation of
all kinetic energy is an every day experience. The interplay
among dissipation, settling and anisotropic agitation leads
to density inhomogeneities and convection even if the parti-
cles are agitated into a steady state [1,2]. Microgravity thus
opens a new parameter space for studies on granular media.
The absence of symmetry-breaking by gravity facilitates the
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use of isotropic agitation mechanisms in dilute granular me-
dia [3,4] and evaluation of processes in dust clouds of the
nascent solar system [5].
Investigation of dense granular media is particularly chal-
lenging. The collisional dynamics on a local scale may be
very fast and requires high temporal and spatial resolution.
The granular medium itself is highly opaque, unless index-
matched by the surrounding liquid, what limits the optical
investigation methods used for dilute media to investiga-
tions of particles at the surface [6]. Attempts to investigate
dense granular media so far tested index-matching for in-
vestigations on phenomena in static granular packings and
X-ray radiography in combination with tracer particles for
investigations in dynamic dense media [7]. These methods
were successfully applied and promise to deliver insights
into specific scientific questions, but suffer from inherent
limitations: dynamics is either highly damped by the index-
matching fluid, or the measurements suffer from the limiting
trade-off between spatial or temporal resolution of x-ray de-
tectors.
Here, we use dynamic light scattering for measurements
on dense agitated granular media. The evaluation method-
ology for dynamic light scattering had been extended to the
regime of strong multiple scattering within the sample (DWS
- diffusing wave spectroscopy) [8]. DWS relies on measur-
ing the speckle intensity fluctuations of coherent light dif-
fusively transmitted through or reflected from the sample.
The intensity fluctuations are further evaluated by the inten-
sity autocorrelation function. From the intensity autocorrela-
tion function information on particle displacement, granular
temperatures and possible localization of the particles could
be drawn when Gaussian intensity statistics are present and
the light propagation mechanisms are known. Dynamics on
nanoseconds and nanometer scales can be investigated with
modern hardware correlators and using visible laser light [9,
10].
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The setup presented in this work is designed for char-
acterization of the dynamics in granular media close to the
jamming transition. This aims at investigating the puzzling
relation among jamming in granular media and the glass
transition in thermal systems [11]. The generation of a steady
state in such a dense granular medium is also a non-trivial
task. Previous works on dense granular media relied on the
g-jitter on parabolic flights [7] or vibrating sample cells [12].
These methods suffer from the dissipative collisions among
the particles. Only a small fraction of the particles is directly
agitated by the sample container walls, from where the ki-
netic energy has to be transferred by collisions. As energy is
lost in each collision, gradients in dynamics or even granular
clustering far from the vibrating surfaces occur [13]. Also,
only few agitation directions can be realized using vibrat-
ing sample cells. We consequently adapt the method of gas-
fluidization for our microgravity setup [14]. Gas-fluidization
requires directing a gas stream through the granular packing.
This provides the advantages that in principle every particle
can individually take up kinetic energy by the gas drag and
a high number of agitation directions for homogeneous dy-
namics can be realized at least in microgravity. This comes
at the cost of not providing undisturbed collisional dynam-
ics of the particles within the gas stream in the granular
medium.
We discuss in the following some aspects of light scatter-
ing and gas fluidization relevant for the design of the setup.
Then the design and the realization of the setup for drop
tower flights is presented. Finally, first measurements using
this setup in microgravity are discussed. The results show
the feasibility of studies with granular media close to jam-
ming using gas-fluidization and dynamic light scattering.
2 Light scattering in microgravity
DWS relies on measuring the temporal fluctuations in in-
tensity I(t) of coherent light which propagated diffusively
through a sample. From the time-series analysis of the in-
tensity fluctuations the mean-squared displacement of the
scattering centers within the sample can be obtained [8]. A
diffusion-like propagation of the light can only be obtained
if the path-lengths of the light within the sample are long
compared to the randomization length of the light direction,
or transport mean free path, l∗ of the sample. The intensity of
the light decays exponentially with the propagation distance,
with the decay constant absorption length la. Both character-
istic lengths l∗ and la were found to be a few millimeters for
submillimeter sized dielectric particles [15]. The measured
light intensities are rather insensitive to the scattering angle
in the regime of diffusion-like light transport, in contrast to
conventional dynamic light scattering with single scattering
propagation within a sample. Thus only the two fundamental
scattering geometries of light being backscattered or being
Fig. 1 Sketch of the light scattering configuration: A laser (1.) shines
through the top window (2.) of the sample cell into the granular
medium (3.). The scattered light is either detected through the side win-
dow (4.) by the overview camera (5.) or after transmission through the
medium and the bottom window by a collimator and a fiber (6.). The
axis of the laser is at an angle of 5◦ relative to the axis defined by the
optical fiber and the collimating pinholes. The upper right image shows
a side view of the illuminated sample cell. The lower right image shows
a rear side view of the sample cell with stepper motor (7.) and distance
gauge (8.).
transmitted through the sample are usually considered for
DWS [8].
We design the setup to facilitate DWS measurements in
drop tower flights initiated by catapult starts and for sound-
ing rocket flights. This imposes the constraints that the over-
all dimensions of the setup are limited, that the setup has to
withstand the strong accelerations during start and landing,
and that the measured intensity of diffusively propagated
light is high to ensure a good signal-to-noise ratio within
the limited measurement time.
We chose a transmission geometry for our measurements,
where light has to propagate through the whole sample cell,
thus probes a large fraction of the sample volume and is
likely to fulfill the requirement for diffusion-like propaga-
tion. Measurements in backscattering can be expected to be
affected by a large fraction of light which is statically re-
flected from sample cell windows without an index-matching
bath. The integration of such an index-matching bath to sup-
press specular reflections from the sample cell is constrained
by the requirements of overall small dimensions and me-
chanical stability. An index-matching bath also complicates
integration of the required agitation mechanism for fluidized
granular media. Additionally, measurement in backscatter-
ing mainly probe a volume close to the sample cell window,
where light scattered by the particles has a high chance of
being scattered back out of the sample cell.
Fig. 1 shows the realized sample cell and light scatter-
ing scheme. We chose the sample cell size to be only few
times the randomization length to ensure a sufficient trans-
mitted intensity. We also omit polarizing optics and thus
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loose speckle contrast for the sake of high transmitted in-
tensity. We introduce a short collimator with length of 3 cm
and pinhole sizes of 2 mm under the bottom window of the
sample cell and tilt the laser (CNI MXL-III-532) by 5◦ in
order to protect the detectors. Possible accumulation of the
particles at some side of the sample cell during take-off or
landing cannot be excluded when measuring at low volume
fractions, which would expose the detectors directly to the
laser without further countermeasures.
The light is fed into a single-mode fiber (Thorlabs) and
guided into a beamsplitter (Scha¨fter+Kirchhoff FBS-532-
Y) and two avalanche photodiodes (ID Quantique id100-
MMF50-ULN). The signal is evaluated using a hardware
correlator (ALV 7002/USB-25) by cross-correlation of the
two detector signals to suppress afterpulsing effects. The
hardware correlator provides a fast count rate trace with a
time resolution of 200 µs and a correlation function with
25 ns sampling time.
The light intensity signal reaching the correlator is a
function of the laser intensity, the density and configuration
of the granular medium in the sample cell, and the detection
efficiency of the detection setup, consisting of mono-mode
fiber, beamsplitter and two avalanche photodiodes. All three
factors could independently lead to intensity fluctuations,
especially during a microgravity experiments initiated by a
catapult or a rocket with strong accelerations. We use the
first flights to check how the catapult start affects laser in-
tensity and detection efficiency and thus influences the mea-
sured intensity fluctuations.
3 Gas-fluidization in microgravity
On ground, gas-fluidization requires that a gas stream is forced
upwards through a packing of particles. The packing ex-
pands and the particles start to move when the pressure drop
across the packing balances the weight of the packing and
the interparticle cohesion. The granular medium then be-
haves in some aspects like a fluid, as the angle of repose
becomes zero and the upper surface stays horizontal [16].
The minimal gas velocity Umin that has to be reached to gain
a fluidized state is determined by gravity and particle cohe-
sion [17].
The need for directional forcing the gas through granular
packing against the gravity direction ceases in microgravity
experiments. We guide gas through 12 inlets with different
directions into the granular medium. 8 inlets ensure that no
dead corners are formed close to the windows of the sample
cell for the light scattering measurements. 4 additional in-
lets agitate the particles through the piston to prevent calm
volumes when the piston is retracted (see Fig. 2).
A controlled agitation strength is achieved by adjusting
the mass flow of the gas stream. We reduce the pressure
Fig. 2 Scheme of the middle base plate with the gas agitation system
and the realization for the drop tower experiments: 1. gas reservoir
(mounted under the base plate), 2. pressure sensor, 3. shut-off valve,
4. filter, 5. pressure reducing valve, 6. mass flow control, 7. humidity
chamber, 8. pressure sensor, 9. gas distributor, 10. twelve needle valves,
11. sample cell with twelve gas inlets.
from 8 bar in the gas reservoir to 1.5 bar at the mass flow
controller using a pressure reducing valve (Swagelok). The
mass flow controller (Bronkhorst El-Flow F-201CB) then
allows to change the mass flow from 0.04 l/min to 2 l/min.
The gas flow is split up and guided through 12 needle valves,
which were adjusted individually to reach equal gas flow
through each inlet. The gas inlets of the sample cell have an
inner diameter of 0.5 mm. This gives expected gas veloci-
ties at the inlets of around 7 m/s when using gas streams of
around 1 l/min, far below of the speed of sound but above
the expected values for the minimal fluidization velocity for
sub-millimeter particles in the range of few cm/s. [17,18,
19]. The gas leaves the sample cell through the side panels
of the sample cell, which consists of glass frits with 4 µm
pore size.
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An additional challenge with gas-fluidization arises with
triboelectric charging of the agitated particles in the stream
of dry nitrogen used in the experiments. We set a controlled
humidity of 75 % as a countermeasure against triboelec-
tric charging [19]. The humidity was set by guiding the gas
stream over sponges soaked with oversaturated sodium chlo-
ride solution, what precisely set the humidity of the gas stream
[20] (see Fig. 2). The influece of triboelectric charging on
the measured autocorrelation functions was tested by remov-
ing the humidity chamber in one drop tower flight.
4 Setup and sample cell
The setup is designed for experiments on a sounding rocket
as well as for drop tower flights. Thus it is laid out to be
autonomous, with only the power supply and an external
trigger signal to be provided by the microgravity platform.
The setup has to contain the light scattering apparatus as
described in section 2, the sample cell providing a variable
volume and comprising a gas agitation system as described
in section 3, and the data acquisition, the overview camera
and the process control.
This is realized by a three-level setup (see Fig. 3). The
light scattering apparatus is arranged along the vertical axis
(see Fig. 1) and the gas agitation system is arranged horizon-
tally on the middle plane (see Fig. 2). The light source with
power supply is located on the top. It shines light into the
sample cell on the middle. The transmitted light is detected
by a collimator and fiber under the middle plane, which
feeds the detected light into the detection setup on the low-
est plane. Additionally, scattered light is monitored by the
500 fps overview camera (Photron Fastcam MC2) on the
lowest plane. The setup has a weight of around 25 kg and a
height of 40 cm.
The final design of the sample cell consisted of a custom-
made aluminum frame with a top and bottom acrylic glass
window for measuring in transmission geometry, and a side
window for observation with the overview camera (see Fig 1).
The sample cell has a quadratic cross section of 1× 1 cm2.
The length of the sample cell perpendicular to the light trans-
mission path is adjustable by a piston and a precision step-
per motor (PI micos VT-21 S) with 50 nm steps from 1 cm
to 2 cm. An initial sample cell volume of 1414.5 mm3 was
filled with 961.9 mm3 of sample for the drop tower exper-
iments. The volume fraction of the sample thus was varied
between 0.68 (piston position +0 mm) and 0.5 (piston posi-
tion +5 mm). Piston motion and volume changes are addi-
tionally verified by a distance gauge (Sylvac S-Dial NANO).
The volume fraction was changed in between drop tower
flights and was left unchanged during the measurements.
Spherical polystyrene particles with 220 µm diameter were
used for the experiments described in the next section. An
overview of the experimental parameters is given in table 1
particle diameter d 220 µmm
particle polydispersity ≈5 %
piston position 0. . . 5 mm
cell volume 1414.5. . . 1914.5 mm3
particle volume fraction 0.68. . . 0.5
particle number density 12.2. . . 9 mm−3
gas flow 0.1. . . 2 l/min
measurement time 8 s
pressure∗ ≈1 bar
temperature∗ ≈ 27◦C
l∗† < 1d
la† ≈ 17d
rest acceleration‡ 10−6 g0
Table 1 Overview of the experimental parameters. ∗ The drop tower
capsule conserved ambient conditions during the drop tower flights. †
The optical parameters of the samples are preliminary and are based
on laboratory transmission measurements presented in ref. [21]. The
extremely low value of the randomization length may be linked to the
opaque, white appearance of the polymer particles, thus multiple scat-
tering occurs within single particles. ‡ Confirmed by the drop tower
capsule’s inertial measurement unit.
The hardware correlator is connected to a mini-PC (iEi
PM-PV-D5251) to store the acquired date. Measurements
are started with a time delay after an external trigger sig-
nal indicated microgravity. The shut-off valve and the mass
flow control are controlled by the National Instrument PXI
system of the drop tower capsule in th drop tower experi-
ments. For sounding rocket flights the instruments could be
controlled by the mini-PC and a NI compactDAQ.
5 Results and Discussion
Here we show first results on the ability to fluidize the gran-
ular medium in microgravity. First we focus on the influ-
ence of the strong accelerations during the catapult start,
which we analyze using time resolved correlations (TRC)
[22]. Then we compare the influence of the parameters that
are adjustable by the setup, i. e. gas humidity, gas flow and
piston position, on the measured intensity correlation func-
tion.
5.1 Influence of the catapult start
The overview camera was used to make videos throughout
the whole procedure of a drop tower flight, thus the catapult
start, the flight and the landing can be monitored. Videos
were evaluated by calculating the image correlation between
frames with 4 ms delay and averaging the correlation over
the whole image. Image correlation were performed with a
conventional particle image velocimetry (PIV) code, albeit
with zero pixel offset and plotted as a function of time [23].
The result of this evaluation for catapult starts of a granu-
lar medium jammed under compression by the piston and
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Fig. 3 Overview of the three-level design with light source on the top base plate, sample cell with agitation system on the middle base plate
and camera and fiber optics on the lower base plate. Left: CAD-drawing of the setup in sounding rocket configuration. Middle: Close-up of the
drop-tower configuration. Right: Integration of the drop tower setup.
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Fig. 4 Results of the time resolved correlation (TRC) analysis of the
impact caused by the catapult start. The upper diagram shows the ac-
celeration experienced by the setup during the catapult start, in units of
the earth gravitational acceleration g0. The middle diagram shows the
magnitude of correlation with 4 ms delay time, as obtained from image
correlation and from the count rate trace of the hardware correlator,
as function of time for a jammed sample. No long-lasting vibrations
or intensity fluctuations are observable after the catapult is left. The
lower diagram shows the result of image correlation as in the middle
diagram, but for a diluted and agitated granular medium (2 l/min, com-
pare Fig. 6). A steady value of lowered correlation is reached within
∼=0.2 s after the catapult shot.
a medium with a retracted piston are shown in Fig. 4. On
ground, prior to the catapult start, both samples do not show
any loss of correlation. When the catapult starts accelerat-
ing the capsule, strong loss of correlation sets in, indicat-
ing relative motion of the parts of the setup and vibrations.
However, when the capsule has left the catapult, the correla-
tion quickly reaches values of unity again, indicating that no
vibrations or motions in the setup endure during the micro-
gravity flight. We also used the hardware correlator to track
the intensity recorded during this flight. The TRC evaluation
of this intensity trace shows the same behavior as observed
with the overview camera: after the catapult is left, no inten-
sity fluctuations last and the correlations reaches unity again.
This measurements on jammed media shows that no fluctua-
tions are due to the source or the detection, and all measured
fluctuations must come from the granular medium.
The lower diagram in Fig. 4 shows the same image cor-
relation evaluation of a catapult start with a diluted and agi-
tated granular medium. Prior to the catapult start the granu-
lar medium stays static, as correlation is not reduced. After
the direct influence of the catapult has ceased, the correla-
tion does not reach unity again, but approaches a constant
value of 0.6 within ≈ 0.2 s. The agitation mechanism thus
manages to induce a steady state of dynamic particles within
a fraction of a second even after the strong compaction of the
granular medium during the catapult start. Nevertheless, we
set a delay time of 1 s after the capsule has left the catapult
to ensure fading of all vibrations and induction of a steady
state prior to triggering the hardware correlator.
5.2 Diffusing wave spectroscopy on fluidized media
The catapult flights enabled 9 s flights of excellent micro-
gravity conditions (rest accelerations down to 10−6 g0, as
confirmed by the drop tower capsule’s inertial measurement
unit). In all the flights, the measurement time was set to 8 s,
with a delay of 1 s after the catapult start, for measurements
with the hardware correlator.
Gas humidity. The humidity of the nitrogen used for fluidiz-
ing the granular medium was controllable by introducing or
removing the humidity chamber from the gas agitation sys-
tem (compare Fig. 2). The gas humidity was essentially 0 %
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Fig. 5 Intensity autocorrelation functions obtained with dry air and
humid air agitation in drop tower flights. The agitation with dry air
charges the particles and slows down dynamics.
without the humidity chamber, and was set to 75 % by an
oversaturated rock salt solution with the humidity chamber.
The polystyrene particles considerably charged when agi-
tated with dry air. This became visible by increasing cohe-
sion among the particles and adhesion to the sample cell.
The increased stickiness also affected the intensity correla-
tion function (Fig. 5). The dynamics was much slower and
correlation decay happenes on orders of magnitude longer
time scales with dry air than with humid air in drop tower
flights with a volume fraction of 0.5 (piston position +5 mm,
as before) and 1 l/min gas flow. It seems that in the dry gas
case the dynamics was dominated by motion of aggregates
rather than the desired collisional motion of individual par-
ticles. We consequently used agitation with humid gas in all
following measurements.
Gas flow. Figure 6 displays measurements from three drop
tower flights with varied gas flow and a particle volume frac-
tion of 0.5 (piston position +5 mm). The gas flow also has
a tremendous influence on the shape of the measured corre-
lation functions. Barely any fluctuations and decay in cor-
relation are observable with a gas flow of 0.1 l/min. With a
gas flow of 1 l/min a fast decay in correlation within tens
of microseconds emerges, followed by a barely visible sec-
ond decay within hundreds of milliseconds. The intercept
of the correlation function with the y-axis at ≈1.2 is about
half of the reachable intercept without polarizing optics, be-
ing 1.5. This indicates that in addition to the unpolarized
detection the dynamic contrast is reduced by detection of
roughly two independent speckles with the fiber [24]. The
first decay becomes faster when increasing the mass flow
to 2 l/min. Additionally a pronounced plateau in correlation
emerges, that decays after tens of milliseconds. A plateau in
correlation has been observed in previous studies on dense
granular media on ground [9,10,18,25]. The plateau had
been interpreted as an indication of a localization of the
1E-3 0.01 0.1 1 10 100 10001.0
1.1
1.2
2 l/min
1 l/min
g 2
τ [ms]
0.1 l/min
Fig. 6 Intensity autocorrelation functions obtained with different gas
flows. Increasing the gas flow induces a faster decay of the correlation
function and the emergence of a plateau in correlation.
particles, i.e. a restricted motion of the individual particles
within cages formed by the respective neighboring particles,
which should be observable as a delayed decay in correla-
tion with suitable experimental conditions. The emergence
of this plateau with increasing the agitation strength and at a
low volume fraction still is remarkable and should motivate
further investigation. The measured correlation functions,
however, indicate that a fully fluidized granular medium with
fast dynamics on microsecond time scales can be induced in
microgravity with sufficient gas flow.
Piston position. Measurements to test the influence of the
piston position and the particle volume fraction with inter-
mediate agitation of 1 l/min were performed as a last series
of drop tower flights (Fig. 7). The correlation functions do
not show any fluctuations and decay in correlation under
compression of the piston, what changes only marginally
when the piston is retracted by 20 µm. With larger retrac-
tion of the piston more and more fluctuations take place and
the intercept of the correlation function increases. The decay
in correlation also becomes faster with lower packing frac-
tion. A steep, nearly exponential decay only evolves when
the volume of the sample cell is increased by 50 %. Be-
fore that, the correlation functions decay very slowly over
several orders of magnitude in time. The reduced intercept
and the slow decay in correlation are reminiscent of corre-
lation curves obtained with intermittend dynamics [26], and
may indicate that either no full fluidization or no steady state
is achieved with a continuous gas flow of 1 l/min and high
packing fractions. Further work will focus on this issue of
granular dynamics.
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1E-3 0.01 0.1 1 10 100 10001.0
1.1
1.2
0 mm,+0.02 mm
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g 2
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Fig. 7 Intensity autocorrelation functions obtained with different pis-
ton positions. Moving the piston outwards increases the sample cell
volume and lowers the packing fraction in the cell. The sample turns
from completely static to fluidized with lower packing fraction.
6 Conclusion
Agitation strength and packing fraction become disentan-
gled in microgravity. Experiments in microgravity thus en-
able exploring an enlarged parameter space for granular me-
dia in comparison to ground based measurements. Dynam-
ics within bulk dense granular media had not been accessi-
ble so far in experiments in microgravity. We demonstrate a
setup that allows such measurements on dense gas-fluidized
granular media with diffusing wave spectroscopy. We can
show with this setup that the gas-fluidization enables a steady
dynamic state in microgravtiy within fractions of a second.
The time scales of intensity fluctuations from such a steady
fluidized granular medium are well resolved within the flight
time of catapult shots in the drop tower. Triboelectric charg-
ing was shown to slow down particle dynamics, but appar-
ently can be effectively minimized by controlled humidity.
The setup allows controlling gas flow and packing frac-
tion. These parameters induce two noticeable features in the
intensity correlation functions, which suggest further work.
First, at strong driving and low volume fraction a plateau in
correlation can be observed. This behavior is difficult to be
interpreted like in ground-based measurements as a local-
ization of the particles. Second, the correlation decays very
slowly and far from exponential at higher packing fractions
and intermediate driving. This behavior may indicate that
particle motion at this higher packing fractions is not steady
collisional, but rather dominated by intermittent dynamics.
Deeper understanding and refined interpretation of the cor-
relation curves is thus essential.
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